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The European Association for 
Computer Science Logic 
(EACSL) 
Call for Membership 
History. The EACSL was founded on July 14th 1992 at Schloss Dagstuhl, 
Germany, by computer scientists and logicians from 14 countries. The Associa- 
tion acts as an international professional non-profit organization representing the 
interests of its members. 
Aims. Computer science logic is an interdisciplinary field betweeen mathematical 
logic and computer science. The EACSL promotes computer science logic in the 
areas of scientific research and education. It supports both basic and application 
oriented research. The association also intends to advance the connections 
between basic research and industrial applications. 
Activities. The EACSL: 
l organizes the annual international conference Computer Science Logic and 
publishes the proceedings, 
l organizes and sponsors summer schools, 
l sponsors specialist workshops and national meetings, 
l sponsors scientific publications in the field, 
l cooperates with related scientific and national societies and institutions, 
l distributes a regular electronic newsletter to all members. 
The annual general meeting of members takes place each year during the annual 
international conference. 
Membership. The EACSL is an internatonal association open to members from 
any country who wish to support the aims of the society. Members include 
professional computer scientist, logicians, and mathematicians as well as students 
in these fields. The benefits of the membership include: 
l reductions on conference proceedings and other publications, 
l newsletter and electronic information service, 
l reciprocity agreements with related societies and associations, 
l representation by the association at national and international level. 
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Registration at CSL includes EACSL individual membership for one year. 
Individual membership can also be obtained by paying an annual fee of 
DM20.- - DM lo.- for students or persons from countries with currency 
problems - (or multiples thereof for consecutive years), either in cash, or by 
postal money order, to the order of EACSL, account number 3000 47-751 at 
Postgiroamt Karlsruhe (BLZ 660 100 75) in 7500 Karlsruhe/Germany, or by 
Eurocheque (issued in DM to EACSL) sent to: 
Prof. Dr. Klaus Ambos-Spies g77@vm.urz.uni-heidelberg.de 
Mathematisches Institut, Universitat Heidelberg 
Im Neuenheimer Feld 288, W-6900 Heidelberg 1, Germany. 
Please indicate clearly your full name and address, including, where possible, 
e-mail and fax coordinates. The annual fee for institutional members is DM 300.-. 
A receipt will be issued which can be used for tax exemption purposes’. 
Organization 
President: E. Biirger (Pisa, Italy) 
Vice President: D. van Dalen (Utrecht, The Netherlands) 
Treasurer: K. Ambos-Spies (Heidelberg, Germany) 
Secretary: K. Meinke (Swansea, Great Britain) 
Conference Coordinator: J.-Y. Girard (Marseille, France) 
Executive members: C. Bijhm (Rome, Italy), B. Buchberger (Linz, Austria), 
Y. Gurevich (Michigan, USA), L. Pacholski (Wroclaw, Poland) 
Scientific council: S. Abramsky (GB), H. Barendregt (NL), J. Bergstra (NL), 
G. Gottlob (AU), P. Hajek (CSR), W. Hodges (GB), G. Huet (F), G. JHger 
(CH), H. Jervell (N), N. Jones (DK), J.P. Jouannaud (F), H. Kleine Buning 
(D), J. Makowsky (Israel), D. Mundici (I), A. Razborov (Russia), C. Rauszer 
(PL), M.M. Richter (D), M. Rodriguez-Artalejo (E), D. Rosenzweig (Croatia), 
J. Smith (S), J. Tiuryn (PL), J. Zlatuska (CSR) 
Electronic Newsletter Editor: H. Kleine Biining (Paderborn) 
Summer School Program Coordinator: M. Parigot (Paris) 
‘Tax exemption granted on Nov 16, 1992, by Tax Department of the city of Heidelberg, Register 
No. 2141. 
